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May your children live in a time of change.
Chinese curse

Change has become a way of life. How change is accomodated and
facilitated is the focus of the CBAM Program of UTR&D.

A model of the innovation adoption process, the Concerns-Based Adop-
tion Mode/ (CBAM), has been developed from empirical evidence. The
CBAM depicts innovation adoption in educational institutions as a develop-.,

mental process in which each user of the innovation demonstrates suc-
cessively higher qualities of use of the innovation. The CBAM also depicts
innovation adoption as a process capable of being facilitated by trained
adoption agents who pace and personalize their interventions on the basis
of the assessed personal needs and motivations of the individual adopters.
By being sensitive to the concerns of users and by seeing use of an inno-
vation as a developmental process, adoption agents are expected to be
able to reduce the threat change poses to individuals and to increase the
'ikelihood of an educational institution integrating an innovation at a high
7uality level of use.

This program seeks to validate the CBAM through studies of innovation
adoption in schools and universities. Its products will be tested and func-
'ional tools for active educational change agents.
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PHASES IN THE ADOPTION OF EDUCATIONAL INNOVATIONS
IN TEACHER TRAINING INSTITUTIONS

Gene E. Hall

"Innovation adoption in institutions is a process, not an event."

O. H. Bown

The stereotype picture of schools and colleges is one of continual

change. Trying out new ideas appears to be the standard way of life. "Why,

they are doing math in the third grade now that I did not do until I was in

high school!" "You just drive by that campus now and it even-looks differ-

ent than when we were there. The way the kids are dressed, the new buildings..."

Unfortunately, the available research and documentation indicates that

while the "kids" are changing in their looks, values, and so forth, what goes

on in the classroom has not really changed all that fast. Mort and Cornell

(1941) told us almost 30 years ago that an average of 50 years passes before

an educational innovation spreads to most schools. This certainly tells us

that schools were not hot beds of change in the past.

Although a disappointingly small amount of research on the diffusion of

more recent educational innovations has been reported, there appears to be

little data that suggest that Mort and Cornell's earlier extrapolations have

shifted. There may be more early adopters, but over the long haul their

findings appear to be holding. Anderson and Horn (1972) for example, have

reported on their effort to implement in Colorado the new elementary science

curricula developed in the 1960's with NSF support. The diffusion plan they

employed resulted in their being able to get school districts, including more

than 60% of the student population of Colorado, to introduce and expand their
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use of the new elementary science curricula over a three year period. The

discouraging part of their report is that these school districts constitute

only 18 of the 181 districts in the state. By the time that most school

districts implement one of these innovations, Mort and Cornell's findings will

more than likely still hold.

However well we might have been able to cope with problems engendered

by rigidity in our institutions in the past, the present and the future demands

of our society require that educational institutions adopt new ideas quickly,

use them effectively,and that this be done with a minimum of stress and strain.

Alan Toffler (1970) has recently brought this point home to the public in his

popular book, Future Shock. Many questions related to how to meet the demand

he has pointed to remain unanswered. Many more questions have partial answers

that are constructed upon little or no empirical base and very little, if any,

rational basis. Despite such fragile foundations, these are rapidly becoming

"the way we've always done it."

One notable weakness in our prescriptions for change in the schools

lies in the fact that the research on change has been done in areas other

than schooling, such as with farmers adopting hybrid corn, doctors adopting

new drugs, or with marketing/advertising programs. Much of this available

research and experience appears to be applicable to educational institutions,

but caution must be taken in direct transfer of these results since there are

some basic differences. For example, the adopter is no longer an individual

farmer or doctor who makes a decision to try out an innovation and then

personally uses it, but instead is a school system or college where there are

many potential individual users among the faculty and decisions are made in

a hierarchy of administrators. In educational institutions, the individual

users of the innovation are not necessarily, those who make the decision to try

it out in the first place. Similarly, if an educator decides to try out an
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innovation on his own, he may not receive sanction or support from his

superiors or even his peers. In fact, his associates might actively campaign

against his "rocking the boat." In summary then, in comparison with the

doctor who decides to try a new drug, the innovation adoption process in

educational institutions is much more complex due to the number of people

who are directly and indirectly involved in the decision and implementation.

Confronted as we are at this moment in history with the combined press

for change and the inertia of a complex problem, we need descriptive and

quantitative information about innovation adoption and the concomitant changes

this process induces in educational institutions. With recent influxes of

federal money and the social pressures for change, educational innovation has

become a fairly widespread process. But in proceeds piecemeal with relatively

little basis in real knowledge about the mechanisms of the process or

organization of what is known about the process into a form that is useful

in expediting it. Attempts to identify regularities, patterns, or common

characteristics of the process across institutions is sorely needed. Insti-

tutions presently proceed as if they were engaged in a wholly idiosyncratic

experience. If regularities or patterns can be identified, then planning for

change could be handled much more easily and efficiently.

As part of the work of the Inter-Institutional Program of the Research

and Development Center for Teacher Education at The University of Texas at

Austin, an extensive documentation file has been maintained of the events and

processes that have taken place as some twenty teacher training institutions

have adopted teacher-education related innovations. A set of developmental

phases of innovation adoption in educational institutions has been identified

out of this documentation effort in combination with other evidence out of

the experiences of the author and his colleagues and from a formal series of

intensive interviews with six experienced adoption agents.
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These phases, which are hypothesized to be characteristic of innovation

adoption in educational institutions and, more specifically, of teacher train-

ing institutions, will be identified and described in this paper. _Implications

for the planning of change will be suggested in the form of a set of guide-

lines for planned innovation adoption in educational instituLions based on

the identified phases. The guidelines should be of immediate use to those

involved in planning innovation adoption and the phases and_guidelines are

both expected to.be useful to researchers.

-A

Before proceeding further, a brief discussion and clarification of

- Inter/Intra Change Agent Semantics

semantics is needed. The theoretical and research base of what can loosely

be called the study of "change" is accumulating at an ever-increasing rate.

The number of researchers and agents involved with aspects of change with

various target populations is much larger than most people realize. Change

researchers and change agents are at work under such diverse labels as

communication of innovation, innovation, change, educational change, rural
,

sociology, diffusion, technology transfer, organizational development,

knowledge utilization, dissemination, management of change, marketing, and

others. Their published works are in every kind of journal imaginable.*

The content expertise and the product they are working with may be relatively

simple, such as, introduction of a new hybrid corn seed to farmers who are

already sophisticated in the use of hybrid corn, or something as complex as

transferring petrochemical technology to developing countries. Unfortunately,

communication between these diverse and wide ranging experts does not appear

*Miles (1964) has constructed a figure in which he compares the various
disciplines, methods and findings of these diwzse efforts. (p. 301)
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to be all that clear or frequent. The reasons are many, obviously including

the vast diversity of the innovations, target populations, and areas of

professional expertise. One additional reason for lack of communication among

the "communication"/"change" experts has to be the inconsistencies in use of

terminology and concepts.

Due to the diversity of background and work of the researchers, the

established terminology has different meanings for different academic tribes.

The transfer of ideas with comprehension within the field of change is

terribly difficult, if not impossible. It is important for the communtcability

of this paper that the professional terminology be clarified and defined as

it will be used herein.

Adoption

Take the term "adoption." The following is a sample of the published

definitions of adoption.

11
... a decision to make full use of a new idea as the best course

of action available." (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971, p. 26)

... the full-scale use of an innovation ..." (Miles, 1964, pp. 302-03)

A stage in the adoption process: "In the 'adoption' stage, the results
of the trial are weighed and considered and, on the basis of this post-
trial evaluation, the decision is made to adopt (or reject) the
3nnovation." (Havelock, 1973, p. 114)

"Adoption refers to the use and continued use of a new item; it
involves commitment rather than purchase trial." (Robertson, 1971,
p. 32)

"Adoption is an intellectual process through which an individual
passes from first hearing about an innovation to final adoption.
It can have five stages: awareness, interest, evaluation, udel,
and adoption." (Mueller, 1971, p. 54)

As can be seen from this small sampling, the multiple meaninL , some-

times conflicting, sometimes inconsistent definitions of adoption can easily.., .

lead to miscomprehension. Adoption is used both as a noun and a verb. The
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term is used as a decision point and as an intellectual process. Some use

the term as a label for the final stage in a process, while Havelock (1973,

p. 114) adds a stage nirriJd "integration" following the adoption decision

point to label the time when use of the inn:Nation becomes a part of the day-

to-day routine.

Adoption Process

"The adoption process refers to the mental sequence of stages through
which the-consumer progresses from first awareness of the item to
final acceptance." (Robertson, 1971, p. 32)

The North Central Regional Fural Sociology Subcommittee (1955) proposed

an adorLion process that consisted of five stages: (1) awareness stage, (2)

interest stage, (3) evaluation stage, (4) trial stage, (5) adoption stage.

Rogers and Shoemaker propose a more elaborate "innovation-decision"

process,

"that represents the mental process through which an individual
passes from the first knowledge of an innovation to a decision to
adopt or reject and to confirmation of this decision." (Rogers and
Shoemaker, 1971, p. 99)

Havelock (1973, pp. 113-114) summarizes a six phase adoption process

consisting of (a) awareness, (b) interest, (c) evaluation, (d) trial, (e)

adoption, (f) integration.

"Diffusion is the process by which an innovation spreads. The
diffusion process is the spread of a new idea from its source
of invention or creation.to its ultimate users or adopters. Thus
diffusion entails the communication or dissemination of an idea,
and culminates in, its adoption by individuals." (,Eichholz and
Rogers, in Miles, 1964, p. 299)

Innovation

Innovation is

... a species of the genus 'change.' Generally speaking, it seems
useful to define an innovation as a deliberate, novel, specific
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change, which is thought to be more efficacious in accomplishing
the goals of a system." (Miles, 1964, P. 14)

"Any change which represents something new to t5e people beihg
changed. For example, a kindergarten is an 'innovation' to a
school system which has not had one here.tofore." (Havelock, 1973,
p. 4)

"The critical factor in defining a new product should be its effect
upon established patterns of consumption. A continuum may be pro-
posed for classifying uew products by how -...ontinuous or discontinu-
ous their effects are on established consumption patter7As. Or it
may be convenient to think in terms of (1) continucus ianovations,
(2) dynamically continuous innovations, and (3) discontinuous inno-
vations." (Robertson, 1971, p. 7)

"1: the introduction of something new 2: a new idea, method, or
device." (Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary, 1970)

Change

"'Change' is very nearly an undefined, primitive term. It generally
implies that between time 1 and time 2 some noticeable alteration
has taken place in something." (Miles, 1964, p. 17)

Miles (1964, P. 2) distinguishes between the content of the desired

change and change process.

"Any significant alteration in the status quo." (Havelock, 1973, p. 4)

Mueller 0971) appears Lo define change as "to innovate."

In management and "business" organizational theories, change is a basic

word but not isolated ov* for definition.

"to make different in some particular; to replace with another."
(Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary, 1970)

Diffusion

"These concepts (adoption and adoption process) should be clearly
distinguished from diffusion, or the diffusion process, which refers
to the spread of an item from producer ip consumer. The adoption
process is an individual phenomena, whereas the diffusion process
is a social phenomenon." (Robertson, T.S. 1971, p. 32)

"The adoption process differs from diffusion in that adoption is
the acceptance of the new idea by one indtvidual, while diffusion
is the spread of new ideas in the social system, or the spread of
innovations between societies." (Mueller, 1971, p. 54)
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"This process (the innovation-decision process) should be dis-
tinguished from the diffusion process by which new ideas are com-
municated to the members of a social system. The major difference
between the two processes is that diffusion occurs among the units
in a social system, whereas innovation decision making takes place
within the mind of an individual." (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971, p. 99)

"1: the action of diffusing or ..tate of being diffused 2: the process
whereby particles of liquids, ,,ases, or solids intermingle as the
result of their spontaneous movement..." (Webster's Seventh New
Collegiate Dictionary, 197:D)

As still another example, many authors apparently use the term "dis--
semination" interchangeably with the term "diffusion," while some attempt a

distinction. Recently, Havelock (1971) conducted an extensive literature

search in which he attempted to use the above terms and some others as the

key terms for identifying relevant Tapers. He ended up la5eling the list

"an ill-fated list of key terms" (pp. 1-5). His staff found that it was

impossible to retrieve complete and relevant information based on these

terms% They had Po dc,elop a "search guide" or model in order to systematically

explore the literature. Paradoxically, even now, the literature continues

to be written using these terms with little definition and certainly no

standardization of meaning.

The reader will need to keep in mind our frame of reference. We are

studying educational institutions, more specifically schools and teecher

training institutions. Our frame of reference is one that sees formal

organizations as consisting of various overlapping formal and informal groups

that are organized to deliver a service or produce a product. We see these

groups as being composed of individuals. The primary focus is on the indi-

vidual working as a member of the institution with concurrent membership in

various groups. This is in contrast to a focus on the group as the unit of

study or unit of change in an institution. This composit frame of reference

necessitates our defining terms in certain ways.
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For our work, the following is a list of key terms and definitions. We

hope that our definitions will not be completely idiosyncratic and that the

reader will be able to adapt his thinking to these definitions and think

about our ideas and work rather than becoming confused over whether we are

talking about innovation, change, or adoption -- or is it adaption?

Adoption: A generic term that encompasses the individual adoption

process and refers to the phases, decision points, events, and processes that

both individuals and institutions as a whole experience as they initiate

and develop extensive high-level use of an innovatior..

Adoption Agent: A change agent who is a specialist in use of an inno-

vation and in developing high-quality
use.of the innovatl-on iu others, who

works closely over a period of time with t:,e individuals and groups within

a user system to facilitate their developing extensive high-quality use of

tht innovation.

Change: Between time 1 and time 2, a perceivable shift or difference

occurs. A detectable alteration occurs in the behavior of individuals and/or

institutions.

Diffusion: The natural spread of use of an innovation across user systems.

This is spread between institutions where there is an absence of deliberate

interventions and specialized resources designed specifically to enhance

spread of use of the innovation.

Dissemination: Planned and deliberate spreading of use of an innovation

across user systems. Specialized resources and interventions gre designed

and utilized to enhance spread of use of the innovation.

Individual Adoption Process: Havelock's (1973, pp. 113-114) siX phases

that an individual user passes through as he becomes committed to and uses

1 2
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regularly an innovation -- (a) Awareness, (b) interest, (c) Evaluation,

(d) Trial, (e) Adoption, (0 Integration.

Innovation: A specific product, concept or process that is novel to

most or all of the individuals within a user system. The individuals would

not possess the skill and capability to use the "innovation" at the outset.

Instftutionalization: Within a user system, sufficient capability,

extensiveness and high-level use of the innovation has been attained so that

without further, extra or unusual support, regular use of the innovation

will continue.

User System: Normally an intact formal organization or institution

such as school or college of education; or a school system or university.

The limits of a user system are defined by the outermost boundaries of

effects if innovation adoption were to become as extensive as is reasonable

to expect within a given institutional setting.

Viewing Adoption As A Developmental Process

Several researchers have conceptualized phases that individuals appear

to progress through from first perceiving a discomfort or having identified

a need to the time when the individual has integrated use of an innovation

that satisfies the need into his regular routine. As with any model, each

of these have certain strengths and certain weaknesses. Although the thrust

of our present research is the study of innovation adoption in educational

institutions, much that has been written about individuals adopting new

products and procedures is directly relevant and supportive of our own

analyses. Since Havelock (1971), Maguire (1970), and Rogers and Shoemaker (1971)

have published comprehensive'reviewa and syntheses of the literature, pro-

longed discussion of the literature is not necessary here. Following are

brief descriptions of the principle models that are found in these reviews.
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The "Adoption Process"

In 1955, the North Central Rural Sociology Subcommittee for the Study

of Diffusion,of Farm Practices proposed a five-stage model named the "adoption

process." The following is how Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) have summarized

these stages:

"1. Awareness stage. The individual learns of the existence of the
new idea but lacks information about it.

"2. Interest stage.. The individual develops interest in the inns-
vation and seeks additional information about it.

"3. Evaluation stage. The individual makes mental application of
the new idea to his present and anticipated future situation and
decides whether or not to try it.

"4. Trial stage. The individual actually applies the new i]ea on
a small scale in order to determine its utility in his own situation.

"5. Adoption stage. The individual uses the new idea continuously
on a full scale. (pp. 100-101)"

These authors have also summarized the principle "deficiencies" of this

model.

"1. It implies that the process always ends in adoption decisions,
whereas in reality rejection may also-be a likely outcome. Therefore,
a term more general than 'adoption process' is needed that allows for
either adoption or rejection.

"2. The five stages do not always occur in the specified order, and
some of them may be skipped, especially the trial state. Evaluation
actually occurs throughout the process, rather than just at one
of the five stages.

"3. The process seldom ends with adoption, as further information
seeking may 'occur (Mason, 1964) to confirm or reinforce the decision,
or the individual may later switch from adoption to rejection
(a discontinuance). .(p. 101)"

"The Innovation-Decision Process"

Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) have prepared a more comprehensive and

complex .paradigm (Figure 1) of what they call "The InnovatLon-Decision Process."

The model has four stages:

1 4
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"1. Knowledge. The individual is exposed to the innovation's
existence and gains some understanding of how it functions.

"2. Persuasion. The individual forms a favorable or unfavorable
attitude toward the innovation.

"3. Decision. The individual engages in activities which lead to
a choice, to adopt or reject the innovation.

"4. Confirmation. The individual seeks reinforcement for the
innovation-decision he has made, but he may reverse his previous
decision if exposed to conflicting messages about the innovation.
(p. 103)"

They have partitioned the time flow into three major divisions:

antecedents, process, and consequences, antf.cadents being the variables that

are present before introduction of the innovation. The process division

encompasses the acquisition and use of the innovation period, while cOnsequence

variables deal with the effects of continued use or discontinuance.

"The Adoption Process's Six Phases"

Havelock (1973, pp. 113-114) suggests a model of the adoption process

that has six phases: awareness, interest, evaluation, trial, adoption, and

integration.

"a. Awareness

During the initial 'awareness' stage, the individual is exposed
to the innovation and becomes aware of it. As yet he has only a passive -

interest and he does not necessarily seek further information. The way
in which the innovation is presented to him at the beginning may well
determine whether or not he is motivated enough to move on to the
second and subsequent stages.

"b. Interest

The 'interest' stage is characterized by active information seeking
about the innovation. Although he has an interest in the innovation and
a generally open attitude toward it, at this stage'the individual has
not made a judgment as to whether or not the innovation would be suitable
for his own particular circumstances. As he gathers more information
and learns more about the innovation, the individual's first positive or
negative attitudes toward it begin to emerge. These feelings may prompt
him to decide against adoption, or they may motivate him to move on to
the next phase in the adoption process.

c. Evaluation

The third stage, 'evaluation,' is generally described as a period
of 'mental trial' of the innovation, a necessary preliminary to the
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decision to make a 'behavioral trial.' In his mind, the individual
applies the innovation to his own situation and decides whether or not
it is worth the effort to try it out.

Trial

In the 'trial" atage, the individual uses the innovation on a .

small scale in orde7:: to find out how it will actually work in his own
situation. An alternative method of conducting a trial is to use the
innovation of a temporary or probationary basis before moving on to
tn.,: adoption.

"e. Adoption

In the 'adoption' stage, the results of the trial are weighed and
considered 4,4, on the basis of this post-trial evaluation, the decision
is made to adopt (or reject) the innovation.

"f, Integration
Even when a favorable decision is made, however, true adoption

cannot be considered to have taken place unless use of the innovation
becomes routine. It must be integrated into the day-to-day working
life of the teacher, or the administrator, or the user, whoever he may
be."

Robertson (1971) has clearly stated the stance of business in regard to

what they call "the diffusion process."

"The business firm, in general, wishes to achieve maximum new product
diffusion, that is, the greatest possible number of adopters or the
largest possible market share in the shortest period of time. Success-
ful diffusion, in terms of these criteria, is critically dependent
upon the matching of new product, promotion, pricing, and distribution
attributes with the characteristics of the social system and the
individual consumer (p. 29)."

Robertson goes on to identify six components to the diffusion process.

"Diffusion is (1) the adoption (2) of new products and services
(3) over time (4) by consumers (5) within social systems (6) as
encouraged by marketing activities (p. 32)."

He makes the following distinction between adoption and adoption process.

"Adoption refers to the use and continued use of a new item; it
involves commitment rather than purchase trial. The adoption process
refers to the mental sequence of stages through which the consumer
progresses from first awareness of the item to final acceptance (p.32)."

Robertson also categorizes adopters based on the time from introduction

to the point when they adopt. He employs the categories as have been

employed in studies of agricultural innovations. Figure 2 is a plot of the

types and distribution of adopter categories against diffusion time.
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Other writers in marketing and management, including Mueller (1971),

approach study of "the innovation process" using the past work of Rogers and.

others in rural s6ciology as the basis for the marketing of technological

innovations that are adopted by individuals. Extrapolation and generalization

of the earlier work seems to serve well.

Most of this work has been done with the adopting unit being an

individual farmer, doctor, or consumer. Innovation adoption in an educational

institution or other formal organization becomes a much more complex process.

The dynamics that are entailed when the individuals inside an institution

are involved in coordinating themselves and their resources to develop cap-

abilities for use of an innovation is an enormously challenging encounter.

Initial awareness of an innovation by one individual within an institution is

a long way from having all of the appropriate individuals within the institu-

tion actively involved in working with and supporting use of an innovation.

The research literature provides a foundation for studying innovation adoption

in educational institutions; however additional models and concepts need to

be identified before conceptual order can be brought to this complex process.

This paper proposes viewing innovation adoption in_educational institu-

tions as a developmental process with identifiable phases. Principles for

change and the selection of adoption strategies are proposed as outgrowths of

being able to identify these phases. ThiJ paper is only an early suep to

bringing order; much additional study with more tightly controlled methodology

is needed before innovation adoption in education institutions will be manage-

able.

The Innovation Adoption Cycle in Educational Institutions

Innovation adoption in educational institutions, especially teacher

training institutions, appears to be an oscillatory process that we have named
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"The Innovation Adoption Cycle." This is done to make a distinction between

adoption of innovations in institutions and the individual adoption process

that Rogers and others have identified and studied. When the flow of events

within teacher training Anstitutions is viewed from a distance, there

appears to be an ebb and flow to the innovative activity. A cyclic pattern

seems to emerge when the individuals in their changing roles and the cumulative

effects of their efforts are observed over a period of ten to fifteen years or

longer. Institutions seem to alternate between extended periods of relative

calm and tranquility and relatively short periods of intense innovative

flurry. The duration of this innovative flurry and the amount of real change

that occurs seems to be quite idiosyncratic. Some institutions appear to be

going through generation after generation of near dormancy while other

institutions seem to be able to sustain prolonged innovative thrusts. On

the average, though, it appears that most educational institutions seem to

maintain their own rhythm of calm, extended continuation with occasional

innovative flurries.

Methodology For This Study

The data and experiences that have lead to hypothesizing an innovation

adoption cycle in teacher training institutions were developed as a part of

a case study of the adoption of components of the UTR&D-developed Personalized

Teacher Education Program (PTEP) by teacher training institutions around the

nation. This case study effort incorporated (1) analysis of the documentation

records that were collected over three and one-half years of collaborative

efforts between the Inter-Institutional Program of UTR&D and twenty-three

teacher training institutions that adopted components of PTEP; (2) review of

the literature on change, diffusion, knowledge utilization, marketing, and
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management; and (3) in-depth interviews with five experienced adoption agents.

In the following paragraphs, each of these data sources is described in more

detail.

1. IIP Documentation. As a regular part of the activities of the staff

of the Inter-Institutional Program, all contacts with the collaborating

institutions were documented. Special forms were established for recording

telephone calls (see Appendix A). Key event tables were maintained for each

institution (see Appendix B). All correspondence and transmittals of materials

were recorded and catalogued. Each time there was a visit by collaborators

to UTR&D or IIP staff visited the institution, extensive narrative records

were made of the interactions, problems, needs, people talked with, etc. This

information was then available for studying teacher training institutions in

the throes of adopting educational innovations.

2. Literature Review. As was summarized in the previous sections, a

review of the published literature was made in order to determine how other

researchers have viewed innovation adoption and its relationship to time. The

literature search was based on a search and analysis system developed by

Manning (1973) and entails computer searches, review of dissertation abstracts,

reviewing key journals, checking the appropriate bibliographies and indexes.

3. Adoption Agent Interviews. Six experienced Adoption Agents reviewed

the description of the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (Hall, Wallace, Dossett,

1973) and then each spent two days at the Center where they were interviewed

in depth about their experiences as adoption agents. These agents represented

extensive experience as internal or external adoption agents. Two had worked

extensively with innovations in teacher education. As a part of their interview,

they were asked to describe the "innovative history" of the various institutions

they had been working with. They were asked to identify kinds of innovations,
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time spans, and characteristics of the various periods in the life of the

institutions.

This wealth of material has been studied case by case and the following

commonalities, observations, and hypotheses have been synthesized. Whether

or not these relationships, in fact, exist and are representative is an issue

that can be tested. For now, they are presented more as tentative hypotheses

to develop awareness and specification of these dimensions of change in

educational institutions and, hopefully, to serve as a basis for a more

quantitative study of the Innovation Adoption Cycle.

Eguilibrium and Disequilibrium

Probably the most obvious point that can be made about people involved

in innovation adoption in educational institutions is that they appear to

have little comprehension of what they are letting loose when they decide

to push for use of today's innovations. They tend to approach adoption of

these complex innovations with the casualness of changing textbooks. Most do

not seem to be aware of the changes, the new skills, new roles, the required

reallocation of resources, the effects on students, the value and goal conflicts

and the time required to effectively adopt innovations such as modularized

instruction or, faculty teaming. They seem to be even less realistic in their

assumptions about the ease of adoption of something more diverse such as

Competency-Based Education or Individually Guided Education.

In most educational institutions, there is very real potential, relatively

speaking, of "all hell breaking loose" for a period of several years when a

serious attempt is made to adopt a complex innovation bundle. Yet, this

effort is approached with a frightening naivete by institutional and program

leaders. This naivete is reflected in their assumptions. For example:

(a) faculty can do all they are presently doing and stAll develop capability
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and start using the innovation, (b) the innovatioa can be fully institu-

tionalized in a year and a half at the most, (c) faculty will naturally see

the obvious advantages in using the innovation (i.e., faculty and administrators

are rational decision-makers), (d) it will not cost anymore than what we are

doing now and it is probab..: cheaper, (e) it will not take any or very, little

of the administrator's time, (0 this innovation can be adopted at the same

time that another complex innovation is being adopted, (g) new organizational

structures (reorganization of departments, schools, etc.) will not be necessary,

(h) there already exists open communication horizontally and up and down.the

institutional hierarchy, and (i) only minor objections will arise from

threatened personal empires (and these can be dealt with by telling them where

they fit in). These assumptions and others, if, held by the leadership and

decision-makers of an educational institution that is about to commit to

adopting a complex educational innovation, are danger signals of the highest

magnitude. They are warnings of impending and prolonged chaos, confusion.and,

quite probably in the end, abortion of the innovation.

In viewing the history of institutions with regard to their innovation

adoption activity, a cycle becomes readily apparent. This cycle entails an

extended period of relative calm that we have named, for obvious reasons,

equilibrium. The other major portion of the cycle is a period of great activity

and disruption that we have name, disequilibrium.

Figure 3
Innovation Adoption.Cycle in Teacher Training Institutions

Equilibrium Disequilibrium Equilibrium Disequilibrium Equilibrium
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The period of equilibrium encompasses the time span between two rounds

of innovation adoption activity (disequilibrium) in institutions. Within

this period, various individuals may be adopting innovatioas, but the user

system as a whole is in a period of relative calm. The previously adopted

innovations are all functioning at stable levels, and no new innovations that

would require a large mobilization of staff and resources are being injected.

Most productive energies are wandering off to other things with minimal in-

vestment of energy being required to maintain the on-going activities.

Disequilibrium occurs at those times in the life line of institutions

when large scale changes are required to support the adoption of some complex

or broad based innovation. This is not normally a time of a chaos in the

truest sense, but relative to the preceding period of equilibrium, it may appear

to the participants to be chaotic. Periods of disequilibrium, ideally should

be times of "controlled imbalance" where the individuals within the user

system develop the capacity to effectively use the innovation and the

necessary readjustments in the user system are made to support this developing

capacity. Periods of disequilibrium are times of change.

Individuals are confronted with the need to learn new skills and retire

old ones. Roles change, individual beliefs, and values can be in conflict

with the innovation and/or the institution's value position. Implicit and

explicit assumptions may be in conflict. Time is required to do everything.

It is a period for rethinking and clarifying; there also is apt to be pain.

In our study of the Innovation Adoption Cycle, there appears to be little

anticipation and concomitant planning for periods of disequilibrium. Instead,

it seems to be triggered by the efforts of one individual in an influential

position that has a "great" idea and sells it to a few others. This opinion

leader or "generator" of ideas will most likely not be the one who follows
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through with the necessary support and facilitating behaviors that will be

needed to achieve some degree of institutionalization. His leadership style

is not suited to this (more about this later). Instead, others will need to

pick up the ball. WbaK planning that does occur during disequilibrium

periods is more intre-crisis bailing behavior than planning ahead.

Due to the energy consumed and the stress and strain that accompany

periods of disequilibrium, the periods do not last for too many years unless

stress reduction is occurring and growth is thereby facilitated. As nearly

as can be estimated based on the available data, equilibrium periods appear

to last longer (10 - 15 years) than disequilibrium periods (3 - 7 ears).

However, for some institutions equilibrium is a way of life while for other

institutions disequilibrium is a way of life. The optimal balance between

periods of equilibrium and disequilibrium for a given institution is an area

that deserves extensive study. This balance factor. most probably is a combi-

nation of variables related to the degree of success in the previous Innovation

Adoption Cycle and variables related to the growth orientation of the

individuals and ele user system as an institution as well as the catalytic

capabilities of any adoption agents who work with the institution.

Phases of Disequilibrium

Within disequilibrium, there appears to be six Phases: (I) Injection;

(II) Examination; (III) Preparation; (IV) Sampling; (V) Spread; and (VI) Insti-

tutionalization. These six phases form a developmental progression that may

be arrested at any time. Subsequent abortion is an all too common result.

The overall time line of an institution might look similar to Figure 4. There

are many starts at diseqdlibrium with passage through a varying number of

phases with intervals or equilibrium in between. The time of each phase is
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variable as is the length of any disequilibrium period. This variation in

phase duration may account for some of the individual differences between

"early adopters" and "laggards." Some users may become aware of the existence

of an innovation early on (Injection) and yet not decide to try out the inno-

vation until many others have reported success.

In the following paragraphs each phase will be described. Descriptions

of the more advanced phases are less certain than for the earlier phases since

the advanced phases do not occur as often. We have very limited data on the

Renewal Phase since this phase is rare indeed. For example, the Renewal Phase

is just beginning to emerge in one large college of education in the Inter-

Institutional Network after seven years of intensive CBTE.program development.

I. In'ection. Injection begins with first awareneas of an innovation

within a user system. Initially only one person or a very few individuals are

aware of the innovation. As will be noted throughout this discussion, leader-

ship style appears to be very important to the success of innovation adoption

in educational institutions. Many individuals within a user system at any

given time will be encouraging adoption of certain innovations. In most cases

no action is evident since these individuals are unable to influence the

adoption act:vity of the user system. In those cases where the Injection Phase

advances, awareness of the innovation has probably been promoted by a special

iadividual that we call a generator.

Generators are individuals who are usually seen by their colleagues as

idea people: "I suppose he is the only real intellectual on our faculty."

Their position within the user system is such that,they are able to influence

(i.e., be creditable with) the line faculty and also have access to the

middle-level administrators (deans and department chairmen). Generators are

apt to be more divergent intellectually than their peers. They seem to be able
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to be more flexible in their -..ork roles and still be credible. In many cases

they are moderately successful grantsmen.

With the active support of a generator, who in most instances is the one

who formally introduces the idea of the innovation to the user system, interest

in the innovation begins to spread to other faculty and administrators. Other-

wise, the idea will more than likely lie fallow or be forgotten.

II. Examination. This phase begins at the point in time when the idea

of the innovation is being talked about by several members of the user system.

In the Examination Phase interest in the innovation becomes formalized. This

normally means a committee is established to study the topic and make recom-

mendations. The generator will be acti.ve in the committee at first to get it

started, and he may seek outside funding to support pilot use of the innovation.

If the committee drags on too long or if motion is not rapid enough, active

involvement of the generator is apt to fade.

During the Examination Phase, outside consultants who have expertise

with the innovation will be brought to the user system. Individuals and

small groups of faculty will take trips to visit other user systems who are

already using the innovation. Individuals attending professional meetings will

be asked to find out what they can about the innovation and whether or not it

is a coming thing. Meanwhile, the rest of the faculty will be watching the

Examination Phase progress. If it appears that a decision is likely to be

in favor of pilot use of the innovation, the faculty will become much more

active in tapping the grapevine ("I heard they are going to make JoAnne the

Team Leader"). Interest in and awarentss of the innovation will be much

increased.

In general, the shorter the Examination Phase, the greater the likelihood

of a pilot use of the innovation. If the Examination Phase is prolongea for

more than one academic year, the likelihood of innovation adoption decreases
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at an ever-increasing rate. If there is a study committee and it recommends

that there be further study, or that another committee be formed, then all

bets are off. The generator will be off to other things; the faculty will no

longer be aroused or as apt to take consideration of the innovation seriously

and the committee meetings will be less and less frequent.

III. Preparation. With a decision to use the innovation in a pilot

project the Preparation Phase begins. This phase can be as simple as ordering

a new textbook or as complex as involving an experimental faculty team in a

spring semester and all of a summer in recruiting students, planning facilities,

identifying schools and teachers, participating in faculty inservice workshops,

and constructing materials. The Preparation Phase will involve heavily those

who will be working directly with the program. The remaining faculty and

administrators will wander off to doing their Jw:t things and unless assertive

communication channels are established and maintained, they have the potential

of becoming the underground resistance to future spread and institutionaliza-

tion of the innovation because of lack of identity with and knowledge of the

innovation.

IV. Sampling. The Sampling Phase begins with the first day of actual

pilot use of the innovation. This becomes the time for giving the innovation

iLs test of fit. Is it adoptable or adaptable? This is the time to identify

and iron out the bugs that will make its subsequent use by other members of

the user system easier (if that decision is made in the future). During the

Sampling Phase the effects of its use can be explored, the costs involved can

be measured, the effects of the innovation on the user system can be

extrapolated.

Use of the innovation may be recycled through several "experimental

programs," however, a definite end date should be established at which time

the decision is made whether to involve all.members' use of the innovation or
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to abandon it. The innovative program that receives national acclaim after

six years of use but is still used by only part of the relevant personnel

in the user system has failed to make its best contribution.

Failure to move toward Spread does not likely mean peaceful coexistence

between haves and have-nots. It usually means rivalry and competition, which

in many instances inhibits further growth of major components of the users

system. If an innovation is to continue to be used within a user system

Without intentional spread, then this must be a conscious and planned decision.

Failure to do so brings high risk. No decision may be the more momentous

decision of all.

V. Spread, If the Sampling Phase was successful then use of the inno-

vation by other members of the user system is likely. This phase begins when

others begin actual use of the innovation.

This phase needs to be anticipated and planned for. The grouping of

users in this phase must be carefully planned (and should have been antic

ipated when setting up the pilot users). If all of the adaptive innovative

members were involved in the Sampling Phase, then when the point for Spread is

reached one prays that those assertive, open communication channels set up

earlier have done their job, otherwise the regular faculty may not be willing

to use the innovation.

This does not mean that the hard-core resistors will not be there,

rather it means that they will have seen this day coming and not be able to

say that there was no opportunity for them to become involved earlier or that

the innovation is not "ours" but "their" thing (referring to the pilot users).

The Spread Phase takes time and support. Many people seem to think,

that once sampling is complete that all the added users will be near

instantaneous experts without the growing pains that the pilot users experienced.
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Not so, even with the bugs worked out, Spread necessitates most likely working

with the "weaker," less adventuresome members of the user system, so support

of a different kind is needed.

A different kind of leader is needed to facilitate accomplishment of

this feat. The dominant, assertive, colorful generators might be asked to

play what is for them an almost impossible role. A quiet, patient, supportive

nuts-and bolts oriented leader is needed. He must be good at working with

individuals. He has to be knowledgeable in the use of the innovation and

must be able to accept the fact that others have to grow into sophisticated

use of the innovation just as he once did.

VI. Institutionalization. Institutionalization is the phase when the

innovation is used as a regular program component by all or nearly all of the

potential users within the user system. Use is on a continuing basis as the

normal routine. The quality of use is not a criterion for being in this

phase -- just whether all or nearly all of the potential users are using the

innovation.

A difficult balance must be maintained during this phase between entrench-

ment and coming to a superficial decision to discontinue its use. In many

instances, yesterday's innovations become today's sacred cows. In other

instances, an institutionalized innovation may be abandoned for another that

is not as good. Walking the line of maintaining use with renewal and not

falling to either side is in itself a big challenge.

The time line in Figure 4 of innovation adoption in educational institu-

tions would be far from complete if mention was not made of the all too real

possibility that once innovation adoption begins the full part to institution-

alization will not be completed. At each point along the line the possibility

that adoption will be miscarried or aborted or that institutionalized use will

be discontinued must be considered.
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To graphically represent miscarriage, abortion, or discontinuance an arrow

off the terminal phase with a label of its fate can be used as in Figure 4.

In theory the innovation could be picked up again at some later date, but

this does not seem to be a very frequent occurrence. Rather, the termination

of adoption of an earlier innovation is often waved by obstructionists as a

warning flag against adoption of a subsequent innovation.

The problem of abortion, miscarriage and discontinuance is such a wide

spread phenomena that research in this specific area should be of a high

priority in and of itself. The costs, both financial and personal, are so

high when innovation adoption is attempted that user systems cannot afford

to find out that they have bought a "dud" and must face rejection. In other

cases innovations are institutionalized at a low level of use for very short

periods and then dropped to pick up the next new thing that comes down the

pike.

A renewal ethic is a very important value to maintain during the institu-

tionalization phase. When a user system is involved in innovation adoption,

little time and energy can be reserved for speculating about more ideal innova-

tions. Once institutionalization is achieved for a given innovation, ideally,

renewal opportunities should increase. Blind loyalty to an innovation should

not be encouraged, loyalty to the desired outcomes and how best to achieve

them should be considered. Variations should be explored as shoUld competing

innovations when they appear to have potential to do a better job of achieving

the desired outcomes. Maintaining and sustaining a renewal stance within a

user system is the key to continued growth of its members and continued

success of the user system in making the contributions that are its reason for

being.
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In summary it appears that innovation adoption in educational institu-

tions entails six phases: (1) Injection, (II) Examination, (III) Prepara-

tion, (IV) Sampling, (V) Spread, and (VI) Institutionalization. Each

phase has its characteristics, required strategies, and dominant channels of

communication. If these phases or some variation on them exist, then planning

for and facilitating innovation adoption can be more easily accomplished. It

is not necessary that every institution pass through all phases. With many

innovations abortion may occur in an early phase while with others a low-level

institutionalization may be all that is accomplished. However, the degree of

successful innovation adoption may be enhanced by consideration of these phases

in planning for the change. Some possible strategies and principles for

planning for innovation adoption are proposed in the remaining section of this

paper.

Some Quantitative Data on Phases

The data summarized in the following tables were extracted froth documen-

tation records that were maintained as a part of the collaborative activities

of the Inter-Institutional Prograth. The data are from six institutions that

UTR&D has collaborated with long enough to have observed them through several

phases. The innovations were components of PTE. As of this writing, no

institution has entered a Renewal phase, although at least one appears to be

close to this.

The duration of each phase is summarized in Table 1. Since documentation.

.did not begin until UTR&D was contacted, the duration of the Injection phase

is not known with enough certainty to have confidence in assigning any numbers.

With the other phases, several patterns seem to be emerging, although of

course the sample iS obviously small.
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, Table 1

Duration of Phases (in months)

Exami- Institution- Renew-
Injection nation Preparation Sampling Spread alization al

I II III IV V VI VII

-.
:xons

t 1.0 5.0 14.0 11 Discontinuance

S 1.0 3.0 11.0 Discontinuance

A 3.0 7.0 11.0 12.0

C 8.0 4.0 14.0 14+

H 3.0 8.0 12.0 5.0 12+

I 1.5 2.0 10.0 1.0 16+

rage 2.9 4.8 12.0
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The following severely limited generalizations seem to exist. Each

succeeding phase in the innovation adoption cycle takes longer than the

preceding phase. That is, once examination of an innovation begins, a decision

to try it out is made quickly (2.9 months being the average). Preparing to

use the innovation takes a little longer (4.8 months being the average). The

first sampling takes an average of 12 months. After sampling, use of the

innovation either spreads to other users within the user system or is institu-

tionalized with the first users only.

As was pointed out earlier, discontinuance at any phase is also a real

possibility. For the two institutions in the table that did discontinue use

of the innovation at least two factors seem to be related. First, the Ex-

amination phase was short; one month. Secondly, the Preparation phase was also

relatively short; three and five months,respectively.

The above interpretations are admittedly based on limited data, however,

the data in total do provide some real-world basis for estimating the duration

of each phase and the composite equilibrium period.

Communication Channels

Records have also been maintained on the frequency and type of communica-

tion channel employed during collaborative linkage of UTRO with these six

teacher training institutions. In Table 2 the frequency of use of the various

communication channels is tallied for each phase. The communication channel

categories are letters, packages, telephone and visits. In the table the

source of initiation of the communication is also identified. Thus it is

possible to compare the source of initiation and the type and frequency of use

of each communication channel during each phase.

As would be expected, letters were frequently employed as .a.means of

communication by both the user and the resource system. Telephone calls

appear to be equally frequent on the average. The major trend that appears
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tc, emerge from the data is that the resource system seems to be the dominant

source of activity during Phases II, III, and IV and then in Phases V and

VI the source of action is balanced. In theory this would suggest that the

resource system has served its function. That is, the user system is on the

way to developing its own capability to use the innovation and the collabora-

tion linkage has really become a two-way street. What is not clear from the

available data is infOrmation about how the collaboration linkage ends. Does

it just stop, tail off gradually, or are new directions cocreated?

Implications for Planned Innovation Adoption

Although the idea of there being phases to innovation adoption in

educational institutions must be considered as tentative, several implications

are suggested that appear to bear strongly on the success or failure of inno-

vation adoption in teacher training institution3. Based on our experiences

these points should not be taken lightly. The concept of phases provides the

adoption agent with bench marks for partitioning this complex process over

time thereby easing the task of planning and managing change. Consideration

of these points should increase the likelihood of institutionalization and

effective use of the innovation.

The two major sets of implications will be described. First will be

identification and analysis of a set of alternative adoption strategies.

Second will be a listing of suggested principles based on the concepts presented

in this paper and the first-hand experiences of adoption agents. Neither

list is all-inclusive, however, they can serve as a beginning point for

development of a more refined and comprehensive list as well as being of

immediate utility to those engulfed in innovation adoption.
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Frequency of Communication

Table 2

Between User System and Resource System

Exami-Prepa-Institution-Rene
Injection nation ration Sampling Spread alization al

II III IV V VI VII

,etters

from from
US RS

from
US

from
RS

from
US

from
RS

from
US

from
RS

from from
US RS

from
US

from
RS

f 4pm

US

1 5 3 7 4 5 3
4 4 4 5 14 19 Discontinuance

A NA* NA NA NA 4 5 9 9 4 7

2 2 3 5 3 11 3 3

2 4 10 4 15 13 6 9 8 11

1 1 3 1 8 5

iverage

lackages

2.25 3.33 4.6 5.6 8.6 9.16 7.5 6.3 5.6 5.8

1 8 15 1 8

1 5 10 Disconti -mance
A 1 1 7 1 3

1 4 6 1 3

1 18 24 4 10 1 9

1 3 2 7 1 2 8 11
Arerage 1.0 1.0 1.4 7.4 12.4 2 6.3 2.4 6.8

I lone

C alls

NA NA 8 11 3 14 3 8
3 1 4 5 11 Discontinuance 2

A NA NA 1 1 1 5 11 4 2

3 2 2 1 10 1 2
1 4 8 32 25 21 20 40 36

1 1 4 2 6 12 1 3 6 10
A 'erage 1.0 2.0 3.3 5.4 8 12.16 9 11.3 10.8 11.6% 2

Vsits tc
1 1 2 1 1

1 1 1 Disconti uance
A 2 2 2 3 11 3 1

1 2 1 2 1

1 3 ,3 3 4 7 2 7 5
1 2 1 1 1

Average 1.0 1.5 1.5 2.25 1.8 2.5 4 2.5 4 2.3 1

*NA indicates a situation where collaborative activities preceeded establishment of IIP
documentation procedures.
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Adoption Strategies'

"Adoption strategies" refers to the general game plan that is emiloyed

for adopting innovations by formal user systems. Like the military use of

the term, strategy as used here refers to the overall coordination and assign-

ment of personnel and resources for accomplishing a goal. In this case the

goal is quick, relatively effective institutionalization of an innovation with

widespread high quality use. In everyday practice the adoption strategy seems

to sort of evolve out of the events and idiosyncrasies of the people involved.

Unfortunately, this evolutionary serendipitous approach is not always produc-

tive and most certainly will not be as efficient as taking time to develop a

well calculated adoption plan in advance..

The following list of adoption strategies is suggested as a heuristic

for managers of innovation adoption so that they may better determine and

plan their effort. Each strategy has potential strengths and inherent weak-

nesses. A combination strategy, if well managed, will probably be best for

any given innovation and any given user system. The labeling of adoption

strategies should, however, provide adoption agents or change managers with

a way for organizing and categorizing their game plan.

A least a dozen adoption strategies can be identified as having received

extensive use. These include:

1. The Boot Straps Approach. An individual or an entire user system

attempts to develop or use a new Product on its own. The collection of

necessary resources for use of the innovation and learning how to use it are

carried out with no outside support or assistance.

Advantages: The expense to the user system is minimal.

Disadvantages: The out-of-hide costs and drain on individuals and user

systems may exhaust the creative and productive talents of the people involved.
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2. The Decree. An individual with decision-making power in a uscr system

announces that an innovation will be in use as of a particular time. The

decision maker may be a person who believes in and practices "rational" deci-

sion-making. He assumes that everyone in the system will naturally see the

obvious advantages inherent in the innovation. In many cases, few resources

or support systems are allocated to the adoption process. Adopzion is assumed

to be a fait accompli and requires no dragged-out support.

Advantages: Innova!-ion adoption is accomplished quickly and requires

minimal tool-up investment.

Disadvantages: The users may not see or accept the advantages that are

so obvious to the decision-maker. Users' commitment may remain low and high-

level use of the innovation may not follow.

3. The God-Bless-You Approach. A resource system representative or

consultant works with the user system for a few hours or as long as one or

two days when the innovation is first introduced. He then leaves and the

user system is left on its own to work out any problems and with the expecta-

tion that the inaovation will be used effectively.

Advantages: Carefully selected outside consultants can really get a

user system highly motivated and prepared to accept an innovation. The user

system that can find consultants doesn't need to indulge in the costly invest-

ment of adding experts to its own staff.

Disadvantages: The user system may find itself lacking in skill or

support to handle problems that inevitably start to appear when the shiny

wrappings come off and the innovation is put to work.

4. Intensive Retraining. Individual members of a user system are intro-

duced to an innovation in a summer workshop, inservice training session, retreat,

or shortvisit to a training center and then begin to use the innovation within
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the usr system. Mere may be occasional follow-up conferences or meetings

during the first year of use.

Advantages: Individuals are well prepared to begin use of the innovation.

Communication channels are opened between peers who are sharing the experience.

5. Sabbatical. An individual who will be using the innovation takes

an extended leave to spend time at a training center or with an institution

already using the innovation. He then can r:turn to his own institution as an

advocate of the innovation and facilitate its use.

Advantages: One member of the user system obtains in-depth knowledge of

and experience with the innovation and its use. The member also provides

access to outside contacts and resources.

Disadvantages: The appointed member must also be a creditable change

agent if his knowledge and experience are to have an effective impact on his

own institution. This role requires patience with naive.colleagues as they

develop the capacity to use the innovation.

6. Super-Star Strategy. The user system imports one or more recognized

experts in the use of an innovation as full-time members of the system. These

experts might have acquired knowledge and experience through use of the inno-

vation in another user system or they may even be the original developers of

the innovation.

Advantages: The user system gains immediate access to expertise and

knowledge about the innovation. The user system gains national visibility.

Disadvantages: The "old guard" staff of the user system may not receive

warmly the input of the super-stars. Super-stars are usually only good at one

place for three to six years before they move on. They may be threatening

for less productive staff members.

7. Experimental Units. A small group of individuals from within the

user system experiments with the innovation on a trial basis. If the innovation

is successful, it is implemented in the whole user system.
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Advantages: All of the user system does not have to suffer through the

problems of initial adaptation and development of the innovation. If the inno-

vation experiment fails a much smaller percentage of resources are lost than

would be in a blanket adoption.

Disadvantages: The innovation may be perceived by the rest of the user

system as the special "pet" project of the experimental unit. The experimental

unit may never be accepted and integrated into the regular pattern of the user

system; it may always remain in its own special location within the :ystem

without spread.

8. 31anket Adoption. The innovation is "adopted" by everyone in the user

system at the same time. Training may vary from none to extensive.

Advantages: The entire user system begins use at once with minimal

delays in change-over.

Disadvantages: A greater initial investment is needed to provide all of

the necessary resources and staff training. The innovation may turn out to

be inappropriate and the trauma of discontinuance on top of the disequilibrium

of beginning use can be severe. Any "debugging" of the innovation in its new

context must take place system-wide.

9. Outside Collaboration. The user system links with an outside resource

system for a long-term collaborative relationship.

Advantages: Specialized expertise can be obtained without Making exces-

sive commitments in return. The outside perspective is more pervasive and

outsiders inject ideas based on in-depth and varied experience. The collabo-

rative arrangement allows the user system access to ele skills, expertise, and

other resources of the resource system and provides the resource system a

field base for evaluation and for research in innovation development.

4 1
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Disadvantages: The wrong collaborative partner can mislead an entire

user system, perhaps as a result of not having sufficient commitment to or

credibility with the user system or its component parts. Also, the outside

help may not be available on a day-to-day basis, thus slowing problem solving.

10. The Pennsylvania Contingent. A new group of people is added to the

system on the coat-tails of a change in administration.

Advantages: Communication channels and roles within the new group are

often already established or can be quickly set up. Trusted people with

specialized expertise are available for the leader to use immediately to

expedite innovation adoption.

'Disadvantages: Existing members of the user sytem may resent the

dynamic newcomers. There may be 'ittle or no communication between the two

camps.

11. Good-Time Workshops. This non-adoption strategy is extensively

used in school systems where a specific number of days are set aside during

the year for inservice training. There is no real commitment to an innovation

or to innovation adoption. The goal is, rather, to entertain the staff for

the duration of the workshop and have them leave reporting that it was fun.

Advantages: No commitment required of anyone, no particular resources

needed.

Disadvantages: Nothing is accomplished and the likelihood is high that

many participants won't have a good time.

12. Multiple Adoption Design (MAD). This strategy is widely used in

public school systems. An attempt is made to adopt at least two and probably

more independent and even conflicting innovations at the same time.

Advantages: The user system appears to be highly innovative. Everyone

can be involved in something and the system avoids the delay of adding inno-

vations one at a time.
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Disadvantages: The acronym MAD was intentionally chosen. The innovations

will compete with each other, even if they are not inherently in conflict,

causing great difficulty in getting any one of them institutionalized. Some

personnel will get spread too thin. Preoccupation with the adoption process

will cloud out the reasons for adopting them in the first place.

None of these adoption strategies is likely to be found in pure form,

rather a combination of two or three is likely. Depending upon the character-

istics of the innovation, the amount of individual, institutional and inno-

vation-related changes necessary for adoption, and the types of potential

interactional conflicts, some strategies will be more successful than others

for given situations.

Principles for Planned Innovation Adoption

1. There are identifiable phases to the period of disequilibrium.

There appear to be six phases to disequilibrLum. By carefully calculating

and monitoring the innovation adoption cycle, these phases can be assessed

and predicted. Since each has its own characteristics, potential problems and

outcoues, they can be planned for and the total effort more easily coordinated

by attending to these developing phases.

2. The time necessary for successful innovation adoption in educational insti-

tutions (period of dise uilibrium ) is not one or two semesters but three to

five years.

As the data and descriptions presented earlier in this paper illustrate,

adoption of major innovations takes time. Experienced adoption agents talk

of two- to four-year commitments to user systems if they are really serious

about developing high-level use of an innovation. These experienced adoption

agents will not do the one- or two-day "God bless you" workshops that are
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so common today. They believe that nothing is accomplished from such short-

lived interactiOn and that while the user systems may have the "box" in the

classroom quality use of the innovation takes several years to develop. With

more complex innovations the tine to high-quality use increases, as does

the need for consultative assistance. Therefore, plan the effort and set

expectations for a long haul.

3. Select your adoption strategy carefully.

The selection of the adoption strategy to be employed needs to be well

calculated, not just the result of letting it happen naturally or discovering

some momentarily attractive approach and committing to it without further

thought. Very different leadership styles and resources are required for the

early phases (Injection, Examination, Preparation,and Sampling) than are needed

to achieve Spread and Institutionalization. The "white knight" leadership

style certainly is effective at getting things started, both by getting a

critical mass of prospective users activated and in obtaining higher adminis-

tration commitment and resources for the effort, however, a very different

leadership style will be needed to sustain and encourage the less-involved

faculty to start using and to become effective users of the innovation after

the early users have already developed their capabilities. There seems to

be little tolerance on the part of first users to accept the fact that the

late users will need not only as much time and support to develop capability

in using the innovation as did the early users but probably more. The

adoption strategy selected should take into account the needed immediate,

intermediate and long-range resources. If the user system it., small and sptead

is not a problem then the experimental program adoption strategy may not be

needed or cost effective. If the formal leadership of a user system is pre-

disposed to the decree adoption strategy then either this strategy needs to bo
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headed off at the pass or arrangements need to be made to offer the supportive,

maintaining kind of leadership that will be needed through some other means,

otherwise obtaining institutionalization with high-quality use is threatened.

4. Communication with all channels open and deliberately reaching out to

inform and involve others is a continuous must.

It is quite characteristic of those users who are first involved with

the innovation to become so involved in their work that they neglect to inform

others about their activities. The intent is not malicious, but they forget

that the others quickly develop the feeling of being outsiders and that the

innovation may become "their innovation not mine." The early users are

excited about their work and have a tendency to take the stance that what they

are doing is obviously so exciting and powerful that the other potential users

will, by some process of osmosis, become equally excited about it. Reality,

however, is slightly different. The early users must continuously attempt to

inform the others about the innovation and encourage that they consider its

use. They must systematically reach out to potential users, otherwise the

doors will remain closed and in time will become permanently locked. Outsiders

will not be very apt to open the door, it is up to those who are actively

involved with the innovation to continually and intentionally be opening the

door and reaching out.

5. Adopting two or more innovations at the same time is counter-productive /

and becomes more so at a geometrically increasing rate.

Innovation adoption, especially of complex innovations and innovation

bundles is a disruptive process. Attempting to develop the capability to use

two or more innovations at the same time results in the disruptions that

each would cause independently plus the compounding disruption of the effects

of each innovation on the other. In most cases where the rate of adoption of
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innovations is too ambitious, much energy and resources. are lost in the midst

of the chaos and confusion that re'sults and effective use of all innovations

*Is lost, even though the boxes may physically exist in each classroom.

1 In this instance it should be remembered that by innovation we do not

mean solely curriculum innovations. An innovation is a product or process

that results in observably different behaviors or outcomes. Innovations may

include new deans or superintendents who have different priorities or leader-

ship styles. Faculty preoccupation with the termination of a fellow faculty

member, or lack of promotions and salary increases can make adoption of an

educational innovation a second order priority. In one state, for example,

curriculum development, program development, and research has been at a near

standstill at nearly all of the state-supported colleges while the faculty

spend their time, energy, and resources on the selection and utilization of

the union that will represent them in collective bargaining. Another example

is the college that is rapidly losing enrollment and the faculty and administra-

tion are so preoccupied with survival that they have become paralyzed as far

as any innovative thrusts are concerned.

7. When planning for adoption of an innovation, consider what has happened

in the past when other innovations were injected in the user system.

A user system that has a demonstrated track record of being able to

maintain its level of equilibrium at a renewal level will have much less

difficulty in adopting an innovation than will the user system that has not

even had an innovation injection in five years. The previous track record

can be predictive of the points where trouble is likely to occur with the

next round of innovation adoption. Also, if the previously adopted innovation

is at an overall mechanical level of use then the injection of another innova-

tion is likely to arrest further development of the first innovation.
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8. Conservatively estimate the degree of disequilibrium that the user

system can tolerate without becoming completely disfunctional.

A conservative estimate should be taken since the actual amount of

disturbance that will occur is certain to be at least twice the amount antic-

ipated. Change is an unbalancing process and there are bound to be problems.

First, accept as legitimate the occurrence of problems and .then anticipate

their occurrence by establishing problem-sensing systems and problem-solving

approaches to innovation adoption. As a part of this activity, estimate the

amount of disequilibrium the user system can tolerate and then estimate the

amount of disequilibrium the innovation is likely to induce. Halve the first

estimate and double the second estimate. If the resultant difference is

greater than zero, then adoption of the innovation is potentially viable.

[(estimate of amount of

L.

disequilibrium that
can be tolerated

X 1/2

....... --)

(estimate of amount of

1

I

disequilibrium the X 2 = 1
innovation is likely
to induce)

If Y > 0 innovation adoption is viable

Y < 0 forget it.

9. Different leadership styles are needed at different phases.

The knight on the white horse is great for getting things started,

however, this dynamic, intense, appealing, verbal conceptualized style is not

effective for encouraging the "spectators" off the bench and into the game.

In the later innovation adoption phases a more patient, supportive, quiet,

"nuts and bolts" oriented, cajoler leadership style is needed. It is rare,

if not impossible to find an individual who is capable of practicing both

leadership styles. This is an argument for changing horses in midstream.

The generator leadership style should be recruited for initiating the
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innovation adoption cycle and then, when it is time for spread within the

user system, it is time to change to the more technical/mechanical cajoler to

carry out spread and institutionalization with high-level use of the inno-

vation. This is, of course, assuming that both leaders are committed to

adoption of the same innovation.

10. User s stems need to be at a oint of relative stabilit at the time o

in'ection.

If the members of a user system are deeply involved and entangled in

some activity, then injection of an innovation is not likely to "take" or

is probably going to destructively interfere with the already ongoing activity.

This strategy can be used to advantage some times if the ongoing activity is

undesirable. Often injection of a complex innovation can break the pre-

occupation of the members of a user system with some other issue and get

them moving in more productive directions. However, there is an ever-present

risk of backlash that could wipe out everything.

Some Last Words

In this paper the author has attempted to organize and categorize some

of the data from the UTR&D Inter-Institutional Program, and the first-hand

field experiences of the author and five other experienced adoption agents

and build on the literature. Rather than presenting the entire paper as a

databased, empirically-oriented study, which would have been meaningless con-

sidering the real world data sources, an attempt has been made to categorize

phenomena and to extrapolate from these findings key concepts and principles

that could form the basis for developing empirically test-able hypotheses and

also possibly be of some immediate utility to those involved in innovation

adoption who would like to make their change managing effort more organized

and planned.
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.
The concept of a user system oscillating between times of equilibrium

and disequilibrium was a beginning point. It was then suggested that there

are identifiable phases within the disequilibrium period. These phases are:

(1) Injection, (2) Examination, (3) Preparation, (4) Sampling, (5) Spread,

and (6) Institutionalization. Out of analysis of the documentation data of

recent attempts at innovation adoption in teacher training institutions some

approximate time intervals have been assigned to each of these phases. The

frequency of use of different communication channels was also explored. The

last section of the paper briefly presented a description of possible adoption

strategies that can be employed and a listing of some principles to follow

in planning for and managing innovation adoption in teacher training insti-

tutions.

The data and experiences are limited at this time, however, the ideas

and what data there are are offered to the reader through this paper and

others in the CBAM series in an attemgt to provide practitioners and researchers

with whatever insight and findings we have that may be of help to them in

studying, planning, and managing innovation adoption. We think that the ideas

are not applicable.only to teacher education institutions, but rather apply

as well to other educational institutions such as schools, perhaps even beyond.

Time and further work, both in research and in the trenches, will be the only

way to answer the many questions that are presently identifiable and those yet

to be raised. We seek feedback and commentary from all as one means of

accelerating our understanding of this complex process.
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